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Sustainable investing

Sustainable investing has exploded in popularity
o$35 trillion in global assets in 2020, expected to grow to 1/3 of AUM by 2025

(Bloomberg Insights 2022)



Sustainable investing in practice: The Focus

What is the dominant focus of sustainable investors?
oReduce firm greenhouse gas emissions intensity to combat global warming



Sustainable investing in practice: The Goal

What is the dominant goal for sustainable investors?
o Transition to a green economy 

▪ Make firms more green 

▪ Minimize economic disruption in doing so  

oAlternatives exist, e.g. degrowth, but transition goal is dominant

“If there is a dominant paradigm for how politicians and economists today think 
about solving climate change, it is called green growth … the global economy can 
both continue growing and defuse the threat of a warming planet through rapid, 
market-led environmental action and technological innovation.”



Sustainable investing in practice: The Strategy

What is the dominant sustainable investing strategy?
oBuy green firms and divest from brown firms

oNot project-specific

Alternative strategies exist
o Engagement or project-specific investments in green R&D, venture and PE

▪ 0.04% of Blackrock’s $50B 

▪ 1.2% of Vanguard’s $18B in sustainable investments

This paper is about the dominant strategy, focus, and goal



Will sustainable investing achieve its green transition goal? 

The mechanism: Sustainable investors hope to make firms more green by 
changing their cost of capital 

oDirect capital toward green firms, lowering their cost of capital

oDirect capital away from brown firms, raising their cost of capital

What will happen if sustainable investing changes the cost of capital under 
the dominant strategy? Will it achieve the transition goal?

Depends on Impact Elasticity ≡ 
𝜕 Impact

𝜕 Cost of capital
 of brown and green firms



• Travelers Insurance                                            
S&P 500 firm in insurance

• Emissions intensity:                               
1 ton per million revenue

• Cut emissions intensity 
by ~40% (2019-21)

• Long term goals

oNet-zero by 2030

A typical green firm
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• Martin Marietta Materials                             
S&P 500 firm in building materials

• Emissions intensity:                       
1,000 tons per million revenue

• Cut emissions intensity 
by ~12% (2019-21)

• Long term goals: Modest, discusses 
that moving to clean production is 
costly up front

A typical brown firm
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Dominant strategy: Buy              and avoid 

cannot get much more green or brown with cost of capital shifts
oDecrease its cost of capital and invest more in what? 

▪ 100% reduction in emissions same as            cutting emissions by ~0.1%

oNo reason to think         could produce building materials at a lower emissions 
intensity or that it could meaningfully conduct green R&D

          could become much more green or brown with cost of capital shifts
oCost of capital ↓: Invest in expensive green tech that pays off in the future

oCost of capital ↑: More short-termist, cut corners or double down on existing 
brown production to get cash now
▪ Reversing recent reduction in emissions → increase ~30 times         level



This paper

• Green firm impact elasticity ≈ 0
Brown firm impact elasticity < 0,  pollute more per unit output when cost of capital ↑

•  If sustainable investing succeeds in changing cost of capital… 

o Counterproductive relative to a goal of transitioning firms to green: 
Brown becomes more brown, green does not become more green

• Brown firms face weak incentives to become more green

o Sustainable investors reward green firms for large % reductions in emissions

o Mistake: brown firm emits 261 times more pollution as a green firm

• Investors don’t grow green firms that can replace critical brown output

o Avoid entire brown industries (e.g. agriculture) and hold green (e.g. insurance)



Has sustainable investing changed the cost of capital?

oYes, by 1-3%+ : Chava (2014), van der Beck (2021), Kacperczyk and Pedro 
(2022), Pastor et al. (2022), Green and Vallee (2022), Gormsen et al. (2022)

oNo, offsetting flows: Teoh et al. (1999), Berk and van Binsbergen (2021)

Regardless, with $35 trillion invested and growing, important to know 
what would happen if sustainable investing succeeds in changing the cost 
of capital

We show best case scenario is one in which the dominant strategy has not 
yet succeeded 



Implications for related literature

Models of firm investment choices in the presence of sustainable investing

o Broccardo et al. (2020), Berk and van Binsbergen (2021), Davies and Van Wesep 
(2018), Edmans et al. (2022), Pastor et al. (2021), Heinkel et al. (2001), Oehmke and 
Opp (2022) 

o Focuses on incentives to become green to access cheap capital or higher share price
Our paper: incentives are very weak in practice 

o Existing models do not model the direct and heterogeneous effect of cost of capital
 Our paper: impact elasticity, counterproductive instead of merely ineffective

o Output from green and brown firms assumed to be fully substitutable
(reasonable *if* sustainable investors industry-adjust their investments)



Measurement and data 

Focus on emissions intensity = emissions/revenue

o Standard practitioner target

o Normalizes for firm size

o Recognizes trade-off between emissions and output for a transition goal

• Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions for ~3000 firms from Trucost for 2002 to 2020

o Results robust to using emissions data directly reported by firms

• ESG ratings from MSCI

• Firm and industry data from Compustat and CRSP

• Firm implied cost of capital from Lee, So, and Wang (2021)

• Sustainable investment fund definitions from Cohen, Gurun, and Nguyen (2020)



Emissions

Brown: Quintile 1, Neutral: Quintiles 2-4, Green: Quintile 5



Emissions

Brown firms have  ~1,700 times the total emissions of green firms



Emissions

Is this just due to differences in firm size?



Emissions

No, brown firms have 261 times the emissions intensity of green firms



Emissions variability

Variability ≡ |annual level change in emissions intensity|

Variability close to zero implies impact elasticity is also close to zero



Emissions variability

Brown variability in emissions ~160 times greater than green

Implies brown firms have greater scope for change 



Emissions variability in percentage changes

Green firms experience high percentage changes in emissions

A 100% reduction in emissions by a green firm is far less economically 
meaningful than a 1% reduction by a similarly-sized brown firm



Measuring the impact elasticity

Impact Elasticity ≡ 
𝜕 Impact

𝜕 Cost of capital

• Impact measured as emissions intensity

• Examine reactions to a broad class of shocks to firms’ cost of capital

• Underlying assumption: if the dominant sustainable investing strategy 
succeeds alters firm’s financing costs, firms would react in a similar fashion 
as they react to other changes to their cost of capital

• Potential violations of assumption (incentive effects) explored later



Emissions and firm financial performance

Strong past financial 
performance eases the firm’s 
financial constraints

Lowering its cost of capital



Emissions and firm financial performance

Brown firms become more green 
after higher returns (and more 
brown after lower returns)

Green firms are largely 
unchanged

Implies a large negative impact 
elasticity for brown firms, and a 
close-to-zero one for green firms 



Emissions and firm financial performance

Is this due to reverse causality or 
omitted variables?

Use industry return (excluding 
focal firm) instead of firm returns 
to establish causality



Emissions and firm financial performance

Similar using industry return

Brown firms become more green 
after higher industry returns (and 
more brown after lower returns)

Green firms are largely 
unchanged



Longer term changes in emissions

• Stronger effects over longer horizons
oConsistent with effect of investment 

choices on emissions taking several 
years to fully materialize

• Inconsistent with results being 
driven by short term revenue swings 
and slow emissions adjustment



Financial distress

• Goal of sustainable investors is often to punish brown firms, reduce their 
access to capital, and push them toward financial distress

• What happens if green investors succeed?

• Examine firms' emissions behavior when they’re close to financial distress



Emissions and financial distress

Proxy for financial distress using 
interest coverage or Altman Z-
score in the bottom decile within 
our sample

When pushed to financial distress, 
brown firms pollute more

Green firm have smaller reactions, 
sometimes in the opposite 
direction



Productivity shocks or cost of capital shocks?

Financial performance could capture productivity shocks as well as cost of capital shocks

o Examine measures that isolate the financial channel

1. Implied cost of capital (ICC): internal rate of return that equates the firm’s market 
value to the present value of expected future cash flows

o ∆ICC is the ∆cost of capital that is distinct from ∆cash flow expectations

2. Firm leverage interacted with industry productivity shocks: Highly-leveraged firms are 
more likely to face financial constraints following bad shocks

3. Exogenous variation in demand for dividend payments as a shock to the cost of capital 
(Hartzmark and Solomon 2013, 2019)



Emissions and implied cost of capital

Similar results using the ICC



Interaction between leverage and real productivity shocks

Brown firms with low interest 
coverage or higher leverage increase 
emissions more following negative 
industry productivity shocks 



Dividend demand shocks to the cost of capital

When aggregate dividend 
demand is high…

Brown dividend paying 
firms experience a 
decrease in their cost of 
capital

And reduce emissions



Why do brown and green firms have different impact elasticities? 

Brown firms can choose between two types of projects

1. Continue/expand brown production, cut corners on abatement (cash now)

2. New green production (higher up-front cost, backloaded cash flows)

↑ cost of capital = ↑ discount rate: Short term cash flows look more attractive, favoring 
Option 1 → negative impact elasticity 

Contradiction: Sustainable investors want brown firms to care more about the future, 
but raising their discount rates makes brown firms care less about the future 

Green firms operate in a line of business (e.g. insurance) where they cannot generate large 
environmental externalities regardless of which investments are chosen



Additional incentive effects?

Direct effect of changes in cost of capital:

• Brown firms increase emissions (negative impact elasticity)

• Green firms don’t change (close-to-zero impact elasticity)

Indirect incentive effects? What if brown firms choose to become more 
green to access a lower cost of capital or higher share price from sustainable 
investors in the future?

oPromising in theory! 

o In practice, sustainable investors offer very weak incentives
▪ Reward green firms for large %, but economically trivial, emissions reductions



Green fund holdings and emissions



Green fund holdings and emissions

Green funds overweight firms with low emissions



Green fund holdings and emissions

Green funds don’t respond to changes in emissions levels



Green fund holdings and emissions

Green funds respond to % changes in emissions



Environmental score and emissions

Environmental ESG ratings (MSCI) similarly reward firms for low levels of 
emissions and % reductions in emissions, but not reductions in levels



Which firms get rewarded for % reductions?

Sustainable investors reward green firms more than brown firms for the 
same percentage reduction in emissions





Focus on % reductions is a 
proportional thinking error 
(Kahneman 1981, 
Shue and Townsend 2021)



Counterproductive relative to what goal?

1. Transition to green

2. Degrowth (shrink economy or shrink/eliminate brown sectors)

We show brown firms become more brown in terms of emissions per unit output
oOnly counterproductive relative to a transition goal

Dominant sustainable investing strategy not counterproductive to degrowth goal
o Large increase in financing costs will kill firms, deter entry, and reduce absolute 

emissions





Shrinking brown firms and a green transition

Brown industries produce output that we cannot easily substitute away from
oHard to substitute from agriculture, energy and building materials (brown) to 

insurance, health care, and financial services (green)

Transition goal implies sustainable investors should invest in relatively green 
or improving firms within a brown industry

oWithout underweighting entire brown industries

Example goal: Decrease emissions intensity and still feed people
▪ Invest in relatively green or transitioning (in levels, not %s) agriculture firms

▪ Relatively green agriculture is still brown compared to insurance firms

oReality: Sustainable investors underweight entire agriculture industry ~80%



Green fund allocations by SIC2 industry



S&P 500 firms with the lowest emissions

1. Amerisource Bergen
2. Lincoln National
3. United Health
4. Anthem
5. Metlife
6. Cigna
7. Prudential Financial 
8. Humana
9. Hartford Financial Services
10. Travelers

Insurance, healthcare, and financial 
services companies 

Not obvious candidates for 
• replacing brown agriculture                            

or any brown products
• creating green R&D

Cohen et al. (2022) shows that brown 
energy sector firms develop the most 
promising green energy patents



Improvements to sustainable investing strategy

• Reward firms for improvement using the correct metric
o Some investors try to do this, but use the wrong (%) metric

oComing soon: Index of improvers based on appropriate metric

• Strategy to achieve “impact” can’t ignore brown firms
o “Impact” investors cannot follow deontological investment principles

• Shrinking brown firms in a green transition requires growing firms to 
replace output - Much investment will be within industry or product class

• This is a complicated and nuanced problem and a better strategy is likely 
not as simple and straightforward as the current dominant versions
oWell meaning investors avoiding this nuance likely accounts for some of the 

issues with the current strategy



Conclusion

Dominant sustainable investing strategy may be counterproductive

• Green impact elasticity ≈ 0,   brown impact elasticity << 0

• Brown firms face very weak incentives to become more green

• Shrinking brown and growing green industries won’t lead to smooth transition goal
•    

Not a critique of all sustainable investing strategies

• Dominant strategy seems motivated by an “affect heuristic” (naïve desire to reward good and 
punish bad firms--Hartzmark and Sussman 2019) or deontological ethics 

• Investor flows and engagement should target brown firms (e.g. Engine No. 1)

• Portfolios should overweight (or not underweight) brown industries, and reward the relatively 
green or transitioning firms within brown industries

What about investors who just want to hedge carbon transition risk?

• Demand higher returns for brown firms → Brown becomes more brown
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